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Abstract. To achieve the goal that anybody could communicate with anyone at anytime in anyplace 

and in anyway, many technologies, such as GSM,  CDMA, WCDMA, CDMA2000, TD-SCDMA, 

802.11a/b/g and so on, come true in the past years. And now, many B3G or 4G technologies are 

being studied. It is well-known that the future network would be heterogeneous networks. It is 

studied in this paper the mobility management of wireless heterogeneous network and a reversing 

paging process of callee is proposed which integrates paging and handoff. In the process when the 

caller pages the callee choosing its best suited network on one end, the callee chooses its own best 

network to begin a reversing paging process to set up the communication. The simulation tells that 

the proposed process has better performances in the call delay, the call succeeding rate and the 

wireless signal cost than that of the existing process in which it sets up the call first and then does 

vertical handoff independently. 

1.  Introduction 

The aim of mobile communication is to realize that anybody could communicate with anyone at 

anytime in anyplace and in anyway. To achieve this goal, in the past years, many technologies, such 

as GSM, CDMA, WCDMA, CDMA2000, TD-SCDMA, 802.11a/b/g and so on, come true. And 

now, many B3G or 4G technologies are being studied. It is well-known that the future network 

would be heterogeneous networks. 

As one of the key technologies of wireless networks, the mobility management, which means the 

networks could provide continual communication when the mobile terminals move in the areas 

covered by the networks, consists of two process: location management and handoff management. 

Location management, consisting of updating and paging, realizes tracking, storing, searching and 

updating the location information of the terminals; while handoff management realizes the 

maintenance of the communication when the terminals move, making the session not interrupted 

and the data not lost. However, the existing mobility management technologies, almost aiming at a 

certain network, could not satisfy the need of heterogeneous networks so that we must study the 

mobility management in the heterogeneous ubiquitous networks. [1, 2] 

Facing the challenge, many studies came out recently. Some scholars study the cases of two 

networks [3,4,5]; some scholars propose adding some gateways to transfer the protocols between 

each different networks [6,7]; some ones propose a unified location mobility (UMM) to manage the 

multiple protocols using a super HLR [8,9,10,11]; and many scholars study other corresponding 

vertical handoff problems between different networks such as system discovering [12,13], handoff 
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decision [14,15,16,17], handoff enforcing [18,19,20,21]. However, all these studies consider the 

location management and the handoff management separately for they are independent when 

implement. In this paper, a reversing paging process of callee is proposed which takes paging in 

location management and handoff management into consider together. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the heterogeneous framework and the 

existing paging and vertical handoff process. In section 3 the proposed reversing process of callee in 

heterogeneous is introduced. The experimental performance evaluations follow in section 4. The 

conclusions are given in section 5. 

2. The heterogeneous framework and the existing paging and vertical handoff process 

Future wireless networks will be ubiquitous and heterogeneous. The heterogeneous wireless 

networks will integrate different access networks, such as IEEE 802.15 WPAN, IEEE 802.11 

WLAN, IEEE 802.16 WMAN, UMTS and Ad hoc network, etc. These Pico-, Micro- and 

Macro-cell networks often overlap coverage in the same wireless service areas. In addition, it is a 

trend that the terminal has multiple radio interfaces for different wireless networks. We call this 

type of terminal as multi-mode terminal. The user with multimode terminal should roam among 

heterogeneous wireless networks by seamless handoff. Therefore, how to select the most efficient 

and suitable access network for user to meet a certain given application's QoS requirement and 

share resources of various networks becomes a significant topic in recent years.  

 

Fig.1 Architecture of heterogeneous networks 

 

Fig.2 Simplified framework of heterogeneous networks 
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2.1. heterogeneous networks architecture 

As shown as figure 1, the architecture of heterogeneous networks is composed of three main 

parts: core network and wireless access networks, each of which is presented in turn below. 

1) core network: 

The core network is the most important part of the heterogeneous because it will perform the 

control and management function. It will be all IP-based, distributed, and composed of routers and 

management nodes.  

2) Wireless access networks: 

Wireless access networks are composed of the wireless access nodes, such as the Node B of 

UMTS or AP of WLAN or other nodes which are reconfigurable and equipped with cognitive radio 

technology, and the gateway nodes.  

The framework of heterogeneous networks can be predigested in figure 2. 

2.2. the existing paging Procedures 

Under the framework described, considering 2 subscriber, caller (u1) and callee (u2), the 

simplified procedures for paging is shown in figure 3 (A).  

     

（A）paging                                （B）vertical handoff 

Fig. 3 Simplified procedures for existing processes 

When setting up a communication, the caller chooses the best network (network1) to send a 

request, the network1’s GW chooses a suitable, maybe, network (network2) to touch callee 

according to the callee’s location which is updated to the core network, then the callee sends back 

when received the request and the communication set up. The network1 can be the same as the 

network2 and they can also be different. 

However, there is a problem: is the network2 the best to the callee? According to the location 

updating, the network1 may know which network could touch the callee, but not the network2’s 

signal strength, bandwidth or even the callee’s preference. So it needs a vertical handoff. 

2.3. the existing vertical handoff Procedures 

When vertical handoff, supposing user2 wants to change the link from network2 to network3, as 

shown in figure 3 (B), the user2 would send a request to network3 and the network3 would send the 

request to the network1 after received. Then it would received the ack from the network1 through 

the network3 and the new link sets up. After that it would order network2 to disconnect the old one. 

3. The reversing paging process of callee in heterogeneous network 

Frequently, the link through network2 is not the best link to user2 so that the vertical handoff 

happens as soon as the communication sets up. 
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Fig. 4 Simplified procedure for reversing paging process 

Considering the two procedures, we make them together to be one process. As shown in figure 4, 

the user1 (caller) sends the call request to its best suitable network1. Then the network1 send the 

request to user2 through a widely covered network2, such as cellular network or satellite network, 

because some network may have wider bandwidth but not cover every area, such as WLAN. After 

that, the user2 (callee) send a reversing request to the network1 through its best suitable network3. 

And then, the network1 send the acks to both user1 and user2 through their corresponding ones. 

Apparently, the network2 may be the same as the network3. If so, the process shown in figure 4 

would not be too much different from that in figure 3 (A).  

4. The simulation and performance analysis 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed process, we have estimated 3 important parameters: 

the total signaling costs, the call delay and the call success rate. Afterwards, we have compared 

these parameters obtained from the proposed procedure with those obtained from the existing 

paging and vertical handoff process. 

We have set up a heterogeneous network consisting of LEO network, GSM network and WLAN 

network, in which the LEO network with wide bandwidth and high cost covers the whole earth, 

while the GSM with low cost and narrow bandwidth does not cover the ocean and the remote place, 

while the WLAN only has APs in cities but has largest bandwidth. 

We have assumed 5 scenarios, each of which is presented in turn below. 

1) The callers and the callees are able to link in the same network which is the best one for them. 

2) The callers and the callees are able to link in the same network which is not the best for the 

callees.  

3) The users communicate by video but some of them move passing some places that have no 

APs. 

4) Some users are in the plane flying over the ocean. 

5) There happens some disaster in the callees’ place so that the equipments on the ground 

destroyed and the callers’ network do not known the case. 

The simulation results are shown in the figure 6 and figure 7. 

Figure 6 (A) tells that the proposed reversing paging process would have more call delay than 

that of traditional method but the disparity is not very large. However, the proposed method needn’t 

vertical handoff so that it has less call delay than that of the process traditional paging first and then 

vertical handoff. The scenario 1 is a very especial status which also needn’t vertical handoff but it is 

not very often. 
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（A）Average delay                              （B）Cost in the wireless signals 

Fig. 6 Performance the simulation 

Figure 6 (B) shows the same trend as the figure 6 (A). The proposed method has lower cost than 

that of the tradition method in which it sets up the call first and then does vertical handoff 

independently except in scenario 1. 

Figure 7 indicates that the reversing paging process has higher call success rate than the 

traditional paging method because the proposed one choose the network which has the best 

coverage area while the existing usually choose a common one and there are many cases would 

affect the call success rate such as the instance in scenario 5. 

 

Fig. 7 Call success rate 

5. Conclusion 

As one of the key technologies of wireless network, mobility management is consisting of 

location management and handoff management. The existing studies do not consider them together 

usually for they are operating at independent time. A reversing paging process of callee is proposed 

in this paper which makes the paging procedure in location management and the handoff procedure 

together. The simulation results indicate that the proposed method has better performance in the call 

delay, the call succeeding rate and the wireless signal cost than that of the existing process in which 

it sets up the call first and then does vertical handoff independently. 
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